Boosting Student Critical Thinking Ability through Project Based Learning, Motivation and Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic Learning Style: A study on Ecosystem Topic
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Abstract

Background: Critical thinking is an important thing possessed by the students as an order thinking skills which support independent and research-based learning for students. One attempt to fulfill the scientific learning process is conduct a project-based learning by taking into account the motivation and learning styles of students. This study aimed to identify the effect of project based learning, motivation, and visual, auditory and kinesthetic (VAK) learning styles on high school students’ critical thinking skills of the ecosystem topic. This research used quasi-experiment with 2x2x3 factorial design. Research was conducted on high school students in grade 10th in Jakarta as many as 348 students were taken by simple random sampling technique. Data was collected by a motivation and VAK learning style questionnaire and critical thinking skills test. Data was analyzed by General Linear Model Uni-variate ANOVA at α = 0.05. The whole group had a normal distributed and homogeneous data. The results showed that (1) there is the significant effect of the Project-based learning on students’ critical thinking skills, (2) motivation affects students’ critical thinking skills, (3) VAK learning style does not affect students’ critical thinking skills, (4) the interaction between the two independent variables was fitted (learning models*motivation , learning models*VAK learning styles , and motivation * VAK learning style) and does not affect student’s critical thingking skills, and (5) interaction model of learning , motivation , and learning styles affect the students' critical thinking skills. Based on the results above, students’ critical thinking ability can be improved through the project-based learning by taking into several factors such as students’ motivation and learning styles.
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1. Introduction

Critical thinking has become one of the important competencies of the students because it can help students in transferring knowledge and applying problem-solving abilities. Indonesian students' critical thinking skills are still very low (ranked 72 out of 78 countries) according to the results of tests conducted by PISA and TIMMS in 2018. One of the causative factors was the learning process in the classroom that does not invite students to actively construct knowledge independently. Currently, teachers still tend to use simple learning process by applying lectures, discussions, and questions and answers between groups using STAD (Student Team Achievement Divisions) learning model.

Project-based learning model is the model that could be expected to stimulate students to think more critically and to construct knowledge independently and actively. Project-based learning (PBL) is a learning model which uses a scientific approach so it can be suitable in the implementation of curriculum 2013 which is being implemented currently in Indonesia.

According to Parson and Alexander during the implementation of a model or technology in learning, teachers need to know a couple of other factors that can affect learning outcomes (1). These factors include motivation, students’ learning styles and students’ learning strategies. Therefore, in this study, the motivation and learning styles of students are observed as factors that
affect the ability of critical thinking apart from the learning model used.

Motivation is a reason for someone to do something (2). Meanwhile, learning style is a way/style that each individual possesses and uses in processing information during the learning process (3). Learning styles seen in this study is the visual, auditory and kinesthetic (VAK) learning styles which is based on the sensor modalities approach, which means that students dominantly learn by using their eyes for visual learners, ears for auditory learner and by doing many activities for gathering information while learning in the classroom as kinesthetic learners.

Therefore, this study aimed to determine the effect of PBL model, motivation, and VAK learning styles toward critical thinking ability of high school students on ecosystem material. Based on the theory obtained and the results of previous research (4–10), it can be estimated that project based learning model, motivation, and VAK learning styles (visual, auditory, and kinesthetic) affect the ability of students' critical thinking on ecosystems material. The ecosystem material is estimated to be very suitable for using in the implementation of project-based learning because the topic has a lot of issues that can be explored directly by students.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Design and Methods

This research has been conducted in two senior high schools in Jakarta using quasi experimental research with three independent variables referred as factors. Factor A is a learning model that consists of PBL and STAD. Factor B is the motivation divided into two levels namely high and low. Factor C is the learning style divided into three namely visual, auditory and kinesthetic. Thus, this study design is a 2x2x3 factorial design. The study design is shown in Table 1.

2.2. Sample and Sampling Technique

The sample in this study are students of class from grade 10th in two senior high school in Jakarta as many as 348 students taken by simple random sampling technique. The samples came from 10 classes consisting of 5 experimental classes with PBL model and 5 control class with STAD learning model. Samples were distributed in 12 groups of students based on predetermined criteria in accordance with the study design.

2.3. Data Collection Technique

The data of students’ critical thinking skills was taken by using critical thinking skills test instrument consisting of 41 items with 23 items multiple choice and 8 items description. The data of motivation was obtained using the Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSQL). Non-test instrument in form of a questionnaire consisted of 45 statement items using Likert scale 1-7(11). VAK learning styles was obtained using non-test instrument in form of a questionnaire consisting of 30 statement items using Likert scale 1-3 adapt from Preference.Inc (12). All the instruments used in this research were validated and have a strong internal reliability (>0.9). Critical thinking ability test has been tested with KR-20 for internal reliability test and non-test questionnaire were tested by alpha cronbach.

2.4. Research Procedure

The procedure used in this research consists of three stages which are planning, implementation, and post-research with the details; first planning stage starts with observing the schools intended for research, preparing the research instruments such as the test of critical thinking skills, questionnaire of learning styles and motivation, testing the validity and reliability of the instrument and determining the sample and taking the initial values of students in previous learning materials. The second stage Implementation, starts with taking the learning styles questionnaire data on the classes that will be the research sample, implementing the learning process which performed by each class is as much as 4 meeting (8 sessions) and is conducted in accordance with the lesson plan on the experimental classes with a project based learning (PBL) model and controlling class with conventional learning (STAD model). Taking the motivation questionnaire data in the third meeting of ecosystems material, doing the observations of the learning process management in the classroom, conducting the monitoring of project activities done by students, conducting the assessment of the results of student projects, conducting the post-test (test of critical thinking skills) at the 4th meeting of ecosystem material. The last stage, all the data collected were analyzed with some statistical stage.

2.5. Data Analyzing Technique

The data obtained was tested for normality with Kormogorov-Smirnov’s and Liliefors’ tests. Then, the
homogeneity was tested with Bartlett's test and was continued by testing the hypothesis using factorial ANOVA with General Linear Model (GLM) Uni-variate ANOVA test. This research is a mixed-method study with descriptive, qualitative and quantitative approaches.

3. Results and Discussions

This study used three kinds of data including the data of critical thinking skills test, questionnaire data of students’ motivation, and questionnaire data of learning styles which will be described as follows. Based on the results of students' critical thinking skills test data, students with PBL model with high motivation and visual learning styles have better results with the average value of 68.80. Students in the STAD classes with low motivation and auditory learning style have the lowest value which is 59.84. The average data from each group can be seen in Table 2 below.

Based on the results of motivation data, students in the PBL classes who are highly motivated have a larger number which are 92 students compared to the students in STAD classes which are 76 students. Low motivated students in the STAD classes are more than in PBL classes, which are 98 students compared to 82 students in PBL classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Model</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Learning style</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBL</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>visual</td>
<td>68.80</td>
<td>6.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>auditory</td>
<td>66.71</td>
<td>8.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kinesthetic</td>
<td>67.74</td>
<td>8.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>visual</td>
<td>66.81</td>
<td>6.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>auditory</td>
<td>66.31</td>
<td>4.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kinesthetic</td>
<td>68.11</td>
<td>2.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAD</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>visual</td>
<td>66.62</td>
<td>9.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>auditory</td>
<td>67.47</td>
<td>7.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kinesthetic</td>
<td>68.21</td>
<td>7.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>visual</td>
<td>67.61</td>
<td>8.274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>auditory</td>
<td>59.84</td>
<td>9.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kinesthetic</td>
<td>62.73</td>
<td>10.129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of VAK learning style data collection, among 348 sample students, 205 students have visual learning style, 64 students with auditory learning style, and 79 students with kinesthetic learning style. Visual learning style is the kind of learning style most possessed by the students and auditory learning style is the least. The data of learning styles can be seen in Table 3 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning styles</th>
<th>PBL</th>
<th>STAD</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditory</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinesthetic</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After the data was collected and distributed in accordance with the table of research design, statistical test that begins with normality test and homogeneity test was conducted. Based on the results of normality test, the entire sets of data have a normal distribution (P > 0.05) and homogenous samples (Q2hit < Q2tabel = 19.5 < 19.7). The data was then hypothetically tested using factorial ANOVA with General Linier Model (GLM) univariate ANOVA test and the results obtained can be seen in Table 4 below.

Based on Table 4 it was stated that for the main effect of each variable, the learning model can significantly affect the critical thinking ability on the ecosystem topic with sig < α which is 0.034 < 0.05. Students’ motivation has significant effect on the critical thinking ability in the ecosystem material with sig < α (0.012 < 0.05). VAK learning style does not affect the ability of critical thinking with a sig > α (0.100> 0.05).

Effect of interaction based on the calculation results showed that the combinations of the interaction between the learning model * motivation, learning models * VAK learning styles, and motivation * VAK learning style do not affect the ability of students' critical thinking on ecosystems topic. While the interaction of learning model * motivation * VAK learning styles has a significant effect on the ability of students' critical thinking on ecosystem material with a Sig < α (0.02 <0.05). Interaction can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below.

Based on the results of hypothesis testing, it was shown that PBL model affected the ability of students' critical thinking on ecosystem material. In accordance with the previous studies, it is stated that PBL model can give positive results to students’ results of learning, problem-solving ability, motivation, and critical thinking ability when compared to students in traditional classes (4,5,13).

Table 4. Result of Hypothetic Test with Univariate ANOVA GLM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Sources</th>
<th>Type III SS</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Model</td>
<td>1656.431a</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>150.585</td>
<td>2.552</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1184610.553</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1184610.553</td>
<td>2.008E4</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Models</td>
<td>268.326</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>268.326</td>
<td>4.547</td>
<td>.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>372.613</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>372.613</td>
<td>6.315</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Styles</td>
<td>273.672</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>136.836</td>
<td>2.319</td>
<td>.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM * Motivation</td>
<td>189.937</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>189.937</td>
<td>3.219</td>
<td>.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM * LS</td>
<td>80.305</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40.152</td>
<td>.680</td>
<td>.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation * GB</td>
<td>171.194</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>85.597</td>
<td>1.451</td>
<td>.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>19825.799</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>59.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1575090.00</td>
<td>348</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Total</td>
<td>21482.230</td>
<td>347</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PBL model has stages which invite students to be able to build knowledge independently. In this study, students were required to be able to build knowledge about the ecosystem independently through project activities to create a final product of learning to solve a problem. Products were made in the form of videos, charts, experimental results, and mini ecosystems.

That project making indirectly requires students to be able to understand the content of the material as a whole. Students with PBL model has a better understanding of the content of the material (6), which can be seen from the performance of students during learning and performing tasks. PBL stages also make students to play an active role not only in the classroom but also outside the classroom in search for answers to the problems given. Students did a lot of observation and exploration. Then, for project making, students did many activities that use the technology. Thus, in addition to getting the subject material, students in the PBL classes also acquire other skills. According to other research’ result after the application of PBL students are believed to have a certain expertise (14).

Investigative and explorative activities done by students during the learning process was able to stimulate students to think more critically. Critical thinking can be defined as the activities of investigation and exploration of a state, a phenomenon, the problem to determine a hypothesis or
conclusion (15,16). To be able to explore an issue is one of the characteristics of someone who thinks critically (17). Project activities done by students can make these students to be someone who can learn about the real condition of the surrounding environment. Also, it can increase the students’ contextual understanding so their informal logic grows better and they have the ability to argue. Criteria for a person to think critically can be seen from the ability to argue, to understand the logic, and contextual knowledge (16).

In addition to stimulating critical thinking skills, PBL is also able to enhance the collaborative capabilities of students because in PBL the students are trained to be able to work in groups, take decisions and conclusions of ideas in the group. Thus, in accordance with the opinion of Chanlin, PBL can provide benefits for students in terms of improving the ability to collaborate and understand the different perceptions (18,19)(20).

Students in the STAD classes have lower critical thinking ability than students in PBL classes. This is due to the STAD learning model which is a cooperative learning model that relies to discussions between groups (21). In the process of learning ecosystem in STAD classes, students were given a problem and then they discussed in groups. The discussion process in the group can help students to understand the content of the material ecosystems and addressing given. However, STAD learning model does not invite students to construct knowledge independently. Thus, this model is less effective in making students to feel the process of learning.

Based on this matter, the students are considered to be less motivated during the learning process as evidenced by only a little amount of students who have high motivation in the STAD classes. Furthermore, students’ confidence to understand the material fell down and affected students' critical thinking ability.

Motivation has significant effect on students' critical thinking ability on the ecosystem material (Table. 4). Several studies have been conducted to mention that the motivation has implications for the critical thinking ability (10,22). Students with high motivation have better critical thinking skills than students who have low motivation. It happens because motivation is the reason someone is thinking and doing something (23). If students have a strong reason to really learn, then they will do everything to achieve these targets.

In line with the opinion which states that motivation is important to have for initial conditions in developing critical thinking ability (9), critical thinking ability has several components which determines a person's critical thinking ability assessed on the consistency of motivation in that person in the strengthening of problem solving and decision making (7–9,24,25).

Visual learning style has the highest number due to several factors. The first factor is the social needs. This happens because in Indonesia students from the primary level up to middle level tend to experience visual learning process. Teachers tend to provide teaching materials with the help of pictures, schemes, charts, concept maps, and notes. Thus, it became a social needs for students. Learning styles are the way that every student has and they are influenced by social needs, the nearest environment, physical characteristics, emotions, and psychology (26).

Another factor is the environment. It is suspected that students can influence each other’s learning during the learning process. The group of students with a visual learning style can affect students with other learning styles. Thus, students with other learning styles can then be influenced and the type of learning style can be changed.

Hypothesis test results for the primary influence of VAK learning styles of the students' critical thinking ability in the ecosystem material had no significant effect. Several previous studies mention that the VAK learning style does not significantly affect the ability of critical thinking (27). Myers and James mention in a study that learning styles have generally no effect on critical thinking (28). Other research results also state that there is no influence of VAK learning styles on students' critical thinking ability(29).

This is thought to occur because the style of learning is something that belongs within the students naturally. Learning styles are categorized into four major groups namely personal model, social interaction model, instructional approaches model, and information process model. Each student is believed to have more than one type of learning style. VAK learning styles are included in the category of personal model. These learning styles only see students in terms of modality and do not specifically look at students' learning styles in terms of cognitive (thinking style or the information processing model). So it is suspected that the influence of the VAK learning style cannot be seen directly on the students' critical thinking ability.

Overall, students in PBL classes with high motivation and visual learning styles have the highest average value of critical thinking skills compared to other student groups. PBL learning model in its application on ecosystem material gives flexibility to the students to create a product associated with a material that will be given. Students with PBL learning model has a greater responsibility for learning than students who are in traditional classrooms (STAD) (13). It became one of the factors that lead to differences in test results between students with models of PBL and STAD. PBL learning model uses active learning process that can be facilitated across various learning styles (30).

Students in PBL classes tend to be highly motivated than students in the STAD classes. PBL learning model for students can improve attendance, foster self-confidence, and improve attitudes and interest in learning (6,31). So in accordance with the results of the study, students in the PBL classes with high motivation totaled more and get the best test results compared to other groups of students.
Students with a visual learning style have the best results. That is because the students use a variety of tools and learning resources to compile their research, product, and knowledge. Students will typically use their own means to demonstrate their own products. Their journal writing activity in PBL learning model makes it easy for students with a visual learning style to acquire, prepare, and submit the information that they get to their group of friends. This learning model also frees the student to choose the learning environment that they like.

Students with visual learning style tend to have better grades because students have the ability to get information from reading. The process of project making requires a lot of information that is usually obtained from books, the internet, and other learning resources obtained by reading. So that students with a visual learning style receive information more easily than students with auditory and kinesthetic styles. Students with visual learning style have a better focus than students with auditory and kinesthetic styles. So that, the students with this learning style are not easily distracted by outside disturbances during the learning process.

On STAD learning model, kinesthetic students have the highest scores, followed by auditory students and visual students. Learning with STAD model relies on students’ discussions and questions and answers in the group. This model also provides field observations activities that can facilitate kinesthetic students to obtain information. Field observations and discussions are very well for auditory and kinesthetic students to acquire knowledge and information for both types of learning styles tend to obtain information by listening, discussing, and observing directly.

The average value of critical thinking ability is generally higher in students who have high motivation. Students with high motivation have realized the importance of learning and knowledge that they have acquired. As teacher uses PBL model, the teacher gives the freedom to students to discover who they are as learners (30-35). So students with high motivation will certainly be easier to adapt to the application of this model and its impact can then provide the students with the ability to think better.

4. Conclusions

Based on the formulation of the problem, hypothesis, and hypothesis testing, the results of this research provide the following conclusions. The project based learning (PBL) model affects the critical thinking ability of students on the ecosystem material. Students with high motivation have better critical thinking ability on ecosystems material compared to students with low motivation. The VAK (visual, auditory and kinesthetic) learning styles does not affect the critical thinking ability of students on the ecosystem material. The interaction between the learning model (PBL and STAD) and motivation (high and low) does not affect students’ critical thinking ability on the ecosystems material. The interaction between the learning model (PBL and STAD) and VAK learning style does not affect students’ critical thinking ability on the ecosystems material. Interactions between motivation (high and low) and VAK learning style does not affect students' critical thinking ability on the ecosystems material. The interaction between the learning model (PBL and STAD), motivation (high and low), and VAK learning styles affects students' critical thinking ability on the ecosystems material.
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